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follows [8,9]: Firstly, Ignoring method to handle missing
values inside of datasets is to deletes the field which contains
missing values. But this method could causing the massive
important knowledge loss because in many condition the
database may contain a big number of missing value and make
datasets noisy and low quality [4]. Secondly, Toleration. The
strategy requires the process of data mining algorithm on the
set with dataset. But it is not widely applicable, as most
analytic methods work on real life database. Thirdly,
Imputation, a term of a process to handle dataset with missing
value by replacing missing data with substitute values. To
assign close probable values could be estimated by analyzing a
complete dataset. These solution could be done by using
techniques in specific artificial intelligent algorithms such as
classification [6], clustering [7] and feature selection [4] or
using specific machine learning algorithms to perform a selfstudy process for learning the dataset. Machine learning is an
option to complete missing value by learning toward the
pattern of data. One of machine learning algorithm that has
robust characteristic to handling optimization problem is
Reinforcement Programming [10], a new algorithm that could
perform well for solving cases by considering exploitation and
exploration of its environment.

Abstract— Missing value imputation is a crucial and
challenging research topic in data mining because the data in real
life are often contains missing value. The incorrect way to handle
missing value will lead major problem in data mining processing
to produce a new knowledge. One technique to solve Missing
value imputation is by using machine learning algorithm. In this
paper, we will present a new approach for missing data
imputation using Reinforcement Programming to deal with
incomplete data by filling the incompleteness data with
considering exploration and exploitation of its environment to
learn the data pattern. The experimental result demonstrates
that Reinforcement Programming runs well and has a great
result of SSE of new data with assigned value and shows
effectiveness computational time than the other five imputation
methods used as benchmark.
Keywords—Missing value; imputation; Data Preprocessing;
Reinforcement Programming; Machine Learning;

I. INTRODUCTION
Data in real life are often corrupted by missing values, it
could be found in data collected from surveys or industrial
databases. Missing values in surveys data may cause by the
	
   costumer who leave a blank answer through several questions
or simply have no opinions about the questions. In other hand
industrial databases could contains a lot of missing values
because of human error or system error, this situation could
lead a complicate process of data mining because most
algorithms of data mining could not be directly applied to
incomplete data [12]. Trustable data is a major issues for
knowledge discovery, machine learning and data mining in a
system [2]. The quality of data could be produced by a good
data preprocessing. Missing values in database is one of the
biggest data cleaning problem in data preprocessing. Therefore,
missing value imputation has received considerable attention
and many imputation methods have been proposed in recent
years.

In this paper, a new solution for solving missing imputation
has been proposed. The new solution done by using
Reinforcement Programming to assign missing values by
analyzing all dataset, RP should assign accurately value into
missing value data by examining exploitation and exploration
process. Intensive experiments and comparisons are done and
shows that effectiveness of imputation techniques by using
Reinforcement Programming where more robust than the other
imputation methods as comparison benchmark. Furthermore,
the result of imputation could lead some noise dataset because
the inserted value was not representing actual value that should
written in those missing value in data. Therefore, it is necessary
to observe the performance of current imputation methods for
filling the missing values. The Reinforcement Programming
will be compared to another four imputation algorithm.

Data preprocessing goal is to produce a high quality
dataset; thus, missing values are a part of knowledge that
would show some important information [3]. The easiest way
to process data with missing value is to remove all field which
contains missing value. But this technique will lead a massive
important information loss since in many cases the databases
contain a large amount of missing value [5]. For solving
missing imputation problem, a lot of techniques have been
developed. Currently, these algorithms are categorized as
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
related works about missing imputation will be discussed. In
section 3, some used definitions in this paper will be introduced
and the brief description will be given in this section. As for
section 4, details system design of missing value imputation
using Reinforcement Programming will be presented. In
section 5 the experiment and comparison result will be shown
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procedure for tenth iteration experiment, but it is shows weak
stability because the minimum of iteration number. Therefore,
this paper run different iteration number and increase the
number after 20 times project running. As for the increase
number, we add 50 as adding of new iteration number. So, we
has 10, 50, 100 and 150 iteration of each algorithm which be
run in twenty experiment times.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Missing value is a challenging issue in data mining, the
uncorrect handling method will cause a major problem in data
mining or knowledge discovery process, such as inconsistency
datamining result. This paper focuses on an algorithm of a
machine learning approach for missing value called
Reinforcement Programming. Reinforcement Programming has
capability of convergence and behavior to solving imputation
problem by using exploration and exploitation. This two major
parameter will let Reinforcement Programming learning
toward different data pattern. Finally, when comparing the
experimental result for Reinforcement Programming with zero
imputation, Mean per Category imputation, and Genetic
Algorithm shows Reinforcement Programming perform better
than thus other algorithm. Both in SSE and computational time
consuming, this lead a conclusion that Reinforcement
Programming could run better in solving Missing imputation.

It is shows that the bigger iteration number it will produce a
high value and stability of result and stability for solving
problem. But, it is also will slowing down the computational
process.
TABLE II.

COMPARISON SUMMARY BETWEEN FIVE ALGORITHM

Replacement
Methods

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

zero

0.2193
55

0.2193
55

0.21935
5

0.21935
5

0.219355

mean

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

mean per
category

0.1677
41

0.1677

0.1677

0.1677

0.1677

RP

0.1870

0.179

0.1770

0.1606

0.1506

GA

0.2516

0.2193

0.2258

0.2193

0.2193
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